french 211  /  spring 2022

exploring paris

course taught entirely in english

Meets COMM B and literature requirements

Experience visions of paris in literature, art, cinema, and a few other unexpected sources.

For more information, contact mdeitz@wisc.edu

Ritt Deitz teaches French at the UW-Madison. Director of the Professional French Masters Program and author of two essay collections (Post-Francophile, Francophilia), a musical comedy (La Colonie), and a short story collection (Rêver local), he is also a composer and musician on the Uvulittle Records label. In 2012, France named him Chevalier dans l’Ordre des Palmes Académiques (Knight in the Order of Academic Palms), a chivalric order founded in France by Napoleon. He was voted 2019 Distinguished Educator in French for Wisconsin by the American Association of Teachers of French.